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Celebrating 15 Years
At its core, negotiation is a discussion toward the end of mutually acceptable understandings and arrangements. Aboriginal people have used negotiation for countless centuries to mediate internal disagreements, to accommodate the competing interests of neighbours, to settle disputes, and to end or prevent physical violence. Negotiation often involves compromise, but may also take the form of clarifying and communicating the terms on which a successful business relationship must occur. As Robert B. Gibson notes in his article, “Turning mines into bridges: gaining positive legacies from non-renewable resource projects,” not all conflicts can be resolved through compromise and mutual agreement. The reason for this is simple: some things are unacceptable.

In many situations, however, negotiation offers an opportunity to reach mutual understanding and consensus. The work of negotiation, like charity, begins at home. Through internal community discussion, we can understand the needs of our own community. Grand Chief Doug Kelly, in an interview with JAM, describes this as an “engagement pathway” – a strategy allowing the community to air out fears, doubts and questions. “On the opposite side of a fear or a doubt,” he notes, “is opportunity. The engagement strategy allowed us to air out all the questions and provide information where we had it. Where we didn’t have it, we made certain that people understood the direction and turned it into a standard or an opportunity.”

“Conflict resolution cannot be forced upon people, and it cannot be forced to work,” notes the Canadian Institute for Conflict Resolution, in its JAM article, “Why Conflict in Our Communities Needs a Diversity of Approaches for Resolution.” Conflict resolution and the restoration of justice and relationships “can only be attained if every participant agrees to go through this process of change.” This reminds us that negotiation, if pursued with candour and in good faith, is principally an endeavour of relationship building grounded in a desire to achieve a resolution through just dealings. In their article on conflict resolution, Romeo Crow Chief and Martha McManus observe that conflict comes in many forms, including inner conflict. Negotiation begins in self understanding and works outwards, achieving as its next steps dialogue and understanding within the community and, from here, with the wider world.

According to AFOA Canada’s Paulette Tremblay, in “Negotiation and Conflict Resolution Offered by AFOA Canada,” the art of effective negotiation and conflict resolution begins “on a personal level,” with the focus “on understanding yourself, by examining your self-knowledge in relation to personality.” Several contributors to this issue of JAM assert the critical importance of relevant and clear information in the work of negotiation and decision-making. In the absence of information acquired through careful listening and deliberation, mistrust and fear will multiply. It takes time and effort to cultivate collaborative, trust-based relationships grounded in mutual understanding. There are, however, no good shortcuts.

The most effective negotiations seek mutual benefit and satisfaction. In his work as Chair of the Vancouver-based First Nations Health Authority, Joe Gallagher contrasts the successful negotiations around health care services with some earlier failed efforts around treaties. “It wasn’t like a treaty process,” he observes. “If you look at that process, it’s black and white. You give up this, and you get that. In our health agreements, there is no prejudice to Aboriginal rights and title, including Aboriginal treaty rights. We really were going to build something because it was the right thing to do.” Grand Chief Doug Kelly, Chair of the BC First Nations Health Council, adds that “we worked principally on creating partnerships and collaboration. Instead of being adversarial, always looking for victories over the other parties, we created an approach that met the interests of everyone.”

Negotiation is familiar work for Aboriginal people, a fact acknowledged in our deference to the treaties of generations past. We have long been masters of this art, yet not for some time has the business of negotiation been as pressing as it now is. In a JAM interview with the former Assembly of
First Nations National Chief, Del Riley, we explore the background to Section 35 of the Constitution Act, which recognizes and affirms Aboriginal and treaty rights. “I had it in my mind from the early ‘70s,” Chief Riley says, “that our best choice was to get entrenched in the constitution and have them recognize our rights in the highest law of the land. Then they couldn’t take it out.”

These negotiations of the early 1980s provided the groundwork on which rests the recent Supreme Court Tsilhqot’in ruling – a ruling which has more firmly embedded the principles of Aboriginal title and the duty to consult. From this, one may infer even greater volumes of negotiation around lands and resources – in particular the oil and gas industry.

The evidence of past achievements suggests that Aboriginal communities successful in negotiation will have benefitted enormously from having first put their houses in order, through effective, principled leadership and open internal communication about their values and aspirations. They will have spent the requisite time building understanding and trust-based relationships, “airing out” (as Chief Kelly puts it) their fears, doubts and questions. They will likely have addressed the effects of residential schools and historic trauma on relationships within the community. And, having acquired community knowledge, understanding and – with any luck – consensus, they’ll be equipped to take the next step, building up internal capacity, both at the personal and organizational levels. At each step along the way, negotiation plays a part.

I hope that you enjoy this issue of JAM, and that from it you glean timely and practical insight. I hope, furthermore, that you are inspired by the examples of success this issue provides. And I wish you success in your own work of building businesses and communities and relationships.
Turning Mines into Bridges

Gaining Positive Legacies from Non-renewable Resource Projects

Robert B. Gibson

While they are in operation, mines can bring significant opportunities as well as problems for Aboriginal communities. These merit careful attention. But mines have limited lives, and when they close they often leave negative legacy effects for communities, the land and future generations. If mining and other non-renewable resource extraction projects are to make lasting positive contributions to the well-being of Aboriginal communities, they will have to be conceived, designed and managed as bridges to more desirable and sustainable futures. This is a particularly significant challenge for communities facing multiple mining and associated projects with regional as well as local effects.

Non-renewable resource projects are at the centre of many of the most visible conflicts between Aboriginal governments and outside interests in Canada today. Recent and current cases include confrontations over hydrocarbon fracking in New Brunswick and resistance to the Northern Gateway bitumen pipeline across northern British Columbia.

Some of these conflicts cannot be resolved through compromise and mutual agreement. The Tahltan First Nation, for example, has participated in several mining and other industrial development initiatives but is immovably opposed to a proposed open pit coal mine at Mount Klappan in the Sacred Headwaters of the Skeena, Nass and Stikine rivers. For the Tahltan that project is simply unacceptable.

In many other cases, however, non-renewable resource extraction projects may be acceptable to communities if the projects are designed and undertaken in ways that respect the land, minimize risks of social and ecological damage, and provide desirable opportunities and lasting benefits. Meeting these "if" requirements is rarely easy. Special efforts are always needed to capture the opportunities, avoid the problems, and ensure that community priorities are recognized. But projects that depend on non-renewable resources raise additional issues because they have limited life expectancy. Their basic role involves depleting orebodies or hydrocarbon fields. The projects themselves cannot be sustainable. Eventually they exhaust the commercially exploitable resource, and the effects of what they leave behind can be as significant and longer lasting than the effects during operations.

Legacy Effects of Mining Projects

Canada has had a long history of mining projects and plenty of time to learn that mine legacy effects, at least at the community and regional levels, are often regrettable. For Aboriginal communities, the legacies of mining fall into five main categories, each of them deserving careful attention.

1 Depletion of a non-renewable resource

A commercially exploitable orebody represents a transient one-time opportunity. Once the ore is depleted, the opportunity – for the relevant communities, as well as for the mining companies and provincial or federal authorities – is gone. For that reason, some economists have argued that non-renewable resource extraction should be treated as a depletion of capital as well as a contribution to income. The key question is how the opportunity is used.
If the revenues and other openings for benefit are used to broaden and extend the foundations for lasting community and regional wellbeing – to strengthen time-tested traditions, transferrable skills, economic activities based on renewable resources, community institutions, etc. – then depletion of the resource may well be justified. If the opportunities are used only for immediate purposes, or if the benefits go mostly to the already advantaged, the legacy will be negative. Using up a one-time opportunity without providing lasting benefits is a form of theft from the future.

2 Boom/bust effects

Especially in areas with little other industrial activity, new mines and their associated infrastructure needs (roads, power lines, etc.) can bring an economic boom for the recipient regions. There are new jobs and entrepreneurial opportunities, new spending by outside players, increased revenues and better services for some communities, increased disposable income for some individuals, and the ripple effects of these economic infusions through communities and beyond. These boom effects are not all positive. Much depends on where the money is spent and on what, who benefits and who suffers, and how long the benefits last. But for many communities the potential gains from a mining-based boom are highly attractive.

When a mine’s life ends, however, communities that have become dependent on mine-related economic activities face economic distress: more unemployment, revenue losses, poorer services, and associated health and social problems. The results can leave communities in worse condition than when mining began. Since mine closure is inevitable, the problems can be anticipated. Mine dependency can be minimized and bust effects can be softened if, as noted above, the boom time opportunities are used to build a bridge to more lasting well-being. Experience suggests that diversifying local economies and strengthening community and individual capacities to find new options and succeed in new activities is not easy. It is never automatic, and it is rarely quick. But the odds are better if the bridge-building begins with the initial discussions about whether and under what conditions a new mine might be acceptable.

3 Residual effects on the land (and waters and wildlife, etc.)

Mining and associated activities scar the land. Often, they also leave behind potentially serious contamination problems. The risks vary with the characteristics of the ore and tailings, milling processes, and waste management processes. They are also affected by local conditions such as ecological sensitivity, cultural importance, and potential for earthquakes, flooding or fire, and by the adequacy of available funding and the rigour of reclamation requirements, monitoring and enforcement. Moreover, the problems left by individual mines combine cumulatively with existing stresses and risks posed by other existing or anticipated activities.

Most residual contamination concerns receive much more serious and effective attention than they did in the past. However, significant deficiencies remain. Mining projects with waste management plans requiring care in perpetuity are still being approved. Assurance of adequate restoration is undermined by risk underestimation in initial assessments, poor clean-up monitoring, and the temptation for major mining companies to off-load declining mines to junior companies that have limited experience, motivation and resources for reclamation. Regional scale assessment of cumulative effects remains rare in Canada and reputable experts have described project level requirements for assessing cumulative effects as “impotent.”

While there have been admirable examples of mine reclamation in Canada, the biophysical legacy of mining projects is still generally negative. Imposing a “no lasting damage” requirement on mining would be unrealistic. More could be done to minimize the scars and the dangers, but positive legacies from mining will depend on other improvements being enough to compensate for the residual biophysical losses.
4 Remaining infrastructure

Mine development typically also involves new infrastructure. Big new mines, or multiple projects in remote locations, may require ambitious road or rail projects, significant new power generation capacity and transmission lines. Sometimes, governments keen to spur mining development have subsidized new roads or rail lines and provided below cost power. These infrastructure initiatives may pose more significant ecological risks and have greater potential for positive and adverse community effects than the mines.

They also raise important legacy issues. Usually, planning for the infrastructure is centred on the mine, and option selection and alignment decisions are made by the mine proponent – perhaps in collaboration with government and/or utility officials. The resulting structures, however, are likely to outlive any mine. Governments and utilities may hope that available access and power will induce additional resource exploitation investment and contribute to larger and longer regional development. But in environmental assessments of proposed new mines, such expectations are normally dismissed as merely speculative. The more certain continued users of transportation and energy infrastructure after mine closure are the Aboriginal and other communities in the vicinity. From the community perspective, the legacy value of mine infrastructure depends heavily on whether the projects were selected and aligned only to serve mine needs, or also to serve existing, emerging and lasting community needs. If infrastructure decision making is seen as a means of building the foundations for sustainable communities after mining ends, then roads may be aligned to link communities and shared resources, and development of local renewable energy options may be favoured over alternatives that offer fewer opportunities for local skills and livelihoods. And because communities are more likely than mine proponents to be concerned about overall lasting effects, community engagement in infrastructure planning is more likely to include effective attention to cumulative effects than planning centred on individual mines. Without such engagement, the likely legacies are infrastructure components of little lasting value, costly to remove but too expensive to maintain.

5 Residual effects on communities

Beyond the local and regional economic bust effects of mine closure, Aboriginal communities are left with the residual effects of changes brought during the lifetime of the mine(s). Those effects are likely to be a mix of positive and negative. On the positive side are better housing, more training and experience, additional community facilities and still-viable new businesses. Negative possibilities include the many new burdens of dealing with the bust effects, ensuring proper reclamation, finding alternative servicing and revenue options, and addressing implications for rights and interests, all with fewer post-mining resources. New economic options may be scarce, and traditional options may have declined if involvement in mining reduced time on the land or if mine and infrastructure effects displaced wildlife.

The adverse effects will be worse if inequitable distribution of mining benefits and costs leaves residual social divisions within, and between, communities. And further tension is likely if legacy costs fall unfairly on individuals and communities that benefited little during the life of the mine(s), and more heavily on local communities and regions than on mine investors and governments.

The specific residual effects on communities depend on many factors – what strengths and problems the community had at the outset, how members were involved in the mining project, what effects accompanied the new infrastructure, what opportunities and revenues were gained through Impact and Benefit Agreements, and so on. Some of the benefits and losses cannot be predicted reliably at the outset of mine planning. But certainly the prospects for more positive overall legacy effects for communities could have been improved by forward-looking arrangements made before mining began.
Among these arrangements, the most important may be bridge building to establish post-mining livelihoods, to ensure adequate resources for resolving post-mining problems and to strengthen community capacities to deal with the inevitable uncertainties.

**Bridging for Positive Legacies**

Mining legacies in all five categories can be negative if special efforts are not made. The most fundamental step is to approach mining and other non-renewable resource extractions as resource depletion projects with limited lives and with obligations to deliver positive legacies. If resource depletion projects are to make lasting positive contributions to the well-being of Aboriginal communities, they will have to be conceived, designed and managed as bridges to more desirable and sustainable futures.

Treating mining projects as bridges entails both avoiding negative legacies in the five categories outlined above and taking positive steps to build better future options. At the community level, positive initiatives include skills training, housing and facility improvements and other potentially lasting beneficial investments already on the common agenda for mine-related negotiations. But in many circumstances, effective bridge building will also require efforts and arrangements explicitly aimed at ensuring positive legacy effects. There are many options, and communities will choose the ones best suited to their needs. But the following five actions indicate the nature of the possibilities.

1. **Establish community legacy funds**

Communities may negotiate for, and assign dedicated revenues from mining to, three distinct legacy-related purposes:

» to support activities (e.g. monitoring of mine waste management) during mine life to avoid and mitigate problems that may lead to negative legacies

» to fund other efforts during mine life to build foundations for sustainable post-mining livelihoods (e.g. through skills training with post-mine applications, protection of valued cultural and natural resources, and start-up support for renewable resource projects that will diversify lasting employment and income options), and

» to ensure a flow of revenues is available after mine closure to maintain capacities, address legacy problems and expand sustainable opportunities.

2. **Set future objectives**

Communities may find it useful to outline, at least roughly, the main characteristics of the desirable future at the other end of the bridge. Agreement on the objectives may help guide discussions about what community strengths and land resources are already available, how they can be used more effectively, and what else is needed to pursue promising options and to adjust to emerging possibilities, problems and priorities.

3. **Demand sustainability-based assessments and approvals**

Communities can influence the requirements that mine proponents have to meet in environmental assessments and for associated approvals. Serious efforts to seek positive legacy effects will be more likely if communities insist on environmental assessment processes and evaluation criteria that apply a “positive contribution to sustainability” test to proposed mines and infrastructure. The requirements can include explicit attention to each of the five legacy effects categories, and obligations for effective bridging arrangements can be a pre-condition of approvals.
IF NON-RENEWABLE RESOURCE PROJECTS ARE TO DELIVER LASTING BENEFITS TO ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES AND TO THE PUBLIC INTERESTS, THEY MUST BE PLANNED AND IMPLEMENTED NOT ONLY TO PROVIDE IMMEDIATE BENEFITS AND TO AVOID ADVERSE EFFECTS, BUT ALSO TO ACT AS BRIDGES TO MORE SUSTAINABLE LIVELIHOODS IN THE FUTURE.

4 **Negotiate positive legacy agreements**

Impact and Benefit Agreements, and other arrangements with companies and governments, can incorporate particular components addressing legacy issues in the five categories.

5 **Promote regional planning and assessment**

Much of the discussion above has focused too simply on individual communities facing single mining proposals. In many areas, communities must deal with the linked effects of multiple activities – mineral exploration ventures, existing mines, proposed new mines and infrastructure, projects in other sectors (e.g. oil and gas) and anticipated future developments. Several communities may be affected, and the major options (e.g. for infrastructure selection and location) and cumulative implications may be regional. That, for example, is the current situation in northern British Columbia and the Ring of Fire region of Northern Ontario.

In such cases, project-centred assessment and approval processes cannot define the larger goals, compare the cumulative effects of broad alternatives, or develop overall strategies for positive legacies and desirable futures. Collaborative regional scale planning and assessments are needed.

**CONCLUSIONS**

If non-renewable resource projects are to deliver lasting benefits to Aboriginal communities and to the public interest more generally, they must be planned and implemented not only to provide immediate benefits and to avoid adverse effects, but also to act as bridges to more sustainable livelihoods in the future.

It is clearly unfair that ensuring positive legacies from mining is left to Aboriginal communities. After decades of official government commitments to sustainable development, and of corporate claims to social responsibility, one might have expected those players to have stepped up to the legacy plate long before now. However, Aboriginal communities have long traditions of commitment to future generations, and thanks to the long and persistent work of Aboriginal governments and communities to win recognition of their rights and interests, Aboriginal communities have increasingly firm legal grounds for acting on those commitments – including in efforts to gain positive legacies from non-renewable resource projects.

**POSITIVE LEGACY PRECEDENTS**

So far, only three Canadian mine proposals have been subjected to formal environmental assessment reviews that considered whether the project would leave a positive legacy. The Joint Review Panel that assessed the proposed Voisey’s Bay nickel mine and mill project in Northern Labrador wanted to know whether the project would make “a positive contribution towards the attainment of ecological and community sustainability, both at the local and regional levels.” A similar standard was imposed by panels reviewing the proposed Whites Point quarry in Nova Scotia and the Kemess North copper-gold mine in British Columbia.

Usual practice remains less ambitious. The focus of most environmental assessment proceedings is still on mitigation of significant adverse effects. Positive effects during mine life are sometimes considered, but only insofar as they may be used to justify approvals despite the adverse effects. The job of ensuring lasting positive effects receives scant notice. But as the Voisey’s Bay, Whites Point and Kemess cases revealed, a higher standard can be applied.
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AN INTRODUCTION TO IMPACT AND BENEFIT AGREEMENTS
Harvey Sands, CPA, CA & Ross Castleton, CPA, CA

IN TODAY’S RESOURCE PROJECTS LANDSCAPE, IT’S IMPERATIVE THAT ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES AND PROJECT PROPONENTS WORK TOGETHER TO ENSURE A PROJECT’S SUCCESS. THE PROPONENT’S DUTY TO CONSULT THE LOCAL ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES SHOULD BE A PARAMOUNT PRIORITY AT THE EARLY STAGES OF THE BUSINESS VENTURE. WITHOUT AN IMPACTS AND BENEFITS AGREEMENT (IBA), A COMPANY MAY RUN INTO FINANCING, LOGISTIC AND REGULATORY PROBLEMS. THE LAST THING A NATURAL RESOURCE PROJECT NEEDS IS A LONG AND COSTLY DELAY DUE TO UNSUCCESSFUL IBA NEGOTIATIONS. FOR THESE REASONS, IT’S ESSENTIAL THAT THE AFFECTED ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES CONSULT WITH THEIR ADVISORS AT THE EARLIEST POSSIBLE STAGES, TO ENSURE THAT A TRANSPARENT AND AMICABLE AGREEMENT CAN BE REACHED WITHOUT DELAY. THE FOLLOWING SHOULD ANSWER SEVERAL COMMON QUESTIONS ABOUT THE IBA PROCESS.

WHAT IS AN IBA AND WHY IS IT NEEDED?

IBAs are increasingly recognized as part of the standard package of regulatory and benefits requirements associated with major natural resource development projects in Canada and result from a desire of a proponent to operationalize a project. Particularly when projects are located within traditional Aboriginal territories, or in proximity to Aboriginal communities, IBAs are emerging as the primary means of establishing a formal relationship between the project developer and local people. Governments increasingly rely upon IBAs, benefits plans and related regulatory requirements as instruments of regional economic development.

IBAs have two principal purposes from the perspective of government and Aboriginal parties:

» To address the concerns of Aboriginal people and other local residents regarding the adverse effects that large-scale mineral development may have on their communities, culture, way of life, natural environment and land-based economic activities

» To ensure that local people and communities have the opportunity to obtain both short-term and long-term benefits from mineral development occurring in their region

Both purposes reflect the underlying premise that it is no longer acceptable to develop natural resources in a manner that imposes significant costs at the local level while the benefits are enjoyed elsewhere. From the resource industry perspective, IBAs are coming to be viewed as one element of the complex set of regulatory, community relations, technical, and economic considerations that must be addressed if a major resource or infrastructure project development is to progress smoothly from the initial planning stages to final approval and operational status. Even when the negotiation of an IBA is not required by law or government policy, these agreements may be used by resource development proponents to address local concerns that, if ignored, could crystallize into organized and effective opposition to natural resource and infrastructure development projects.

As Canadian jurisprudence has evolved, evidence of appropriate consultation between developers and affected Aboriginal groups (treaty and non-treaty) is critical to fulfilling well-established obligations to recognize the impact on Aboriginal rights and traditional lands, and to consult/accommodate First Nations’ interests. While at present the duty to consult lies upon government, rather than industry, the integration of industry in the consultation process is acknowledged and respected. Industry may therefore enter into agreements directly with Aboriginal groups, or together with government, to accommodate their interests and to secure their co-operation. As a result, government often delegates the duty to consult to the project proponent.

The Supreme Court has said companies are liable when the duty to consult is not fulfilled. This can result, for example, in a land tenure, permit or license being overturned because there has been a failure to adequately consult an Aboriginal community whose claim to Aboriginal rights or title is affected.
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